TEAR DOWN THIS WALL: A VISION FOR NASFLA.ORG
BY MICHAEL MAUNE

A spectre is haunting North America. It is a wall, not of bricks and mortar, but of meaning and
action. Social inequality--that is the wall that haunts us. It is the wall we as SFL practitioners
and scholars are all working to dismantle. But it is not the only wall that restricts access in
North America. There is another wall. It is a wall that SFL is stuck behind. And it is a wall that
needs dismantling as well. And if we do not face this wall of access, we will be less effective in
working to tear down the bigger wall of social inequality.
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The wall SFL is stuck behind in North America (and this perhaps is true in other parts of the
world) has three strata. The first stratum of this wall is location. SFL thrives in sites where it has
researchers, practitioners, and resources. It makes an impact in the lives of students who
participate in critical SFL-informed pedagogies. But it has trouble spreading beyond its local
contexts, and it suffers in local contexts that are SFL researcher, practitioner, and resourcepoor. In Ann Arbor, Boston, Athens, Washington D.C., and South Florida (among other places),
SFL thrives as much as it can in North America. But the diaspora of SFL, who often started in
one of these epicenters and brought it to a new context, struggle because of the wall of

location. They (we) lack the resources, the collaboration, the camaraderie necessary to make
the kind of impact that SFL has made in these major sites.

We lack access.

The second stratum of this wall is technicality. SFL has long had this issue, and significant
efforts have been made, especially in K-12 contexts, to recontextualize SFL in a way that
meshes with the codes of those who would take it up for their purposes. At conferences and in
publications, we see things like Schleppegrell’s “bookmark” and more commonsense lexis-“doing verbs,” Macken-Horarik’s idea of “good enough grammar,” and Christie and
Derewianka’s “showing verbs,” which have helped many translate SFL into new contexts. But
for beginners, especially those who are isolated, who picked up Classroom Discourse Analysis
and wondered how they could learn more--recontextualization is difficult to access. Yet we see
examples of potential genres of recontextualization all around us. In formal education, gradelevel appropriate textbooks aid in recontextualization of expert knowledge for students. In
popular culture, content like TED Talks and YouTube tutorials promise multi-modal instruction
on complex topics in small snippets of time. Yet, with notable exceptions in teacher education
and TESOL, SFL recontextualizations are scarce, and both the novices and the diaspora suffer.

We lack access.

The third stratum of this wall is money. It manifests in the self-evident paywalls guarding
knowledge in journals--which are also guarded, in some cases, by technicality (see: my
dissertation) or location (see: my school’s database subscriptions). It is realized in the
expensive prices in the marketplaces where SFL literature is bought and sold and the
conference registrations, room, and board where SFL knowledge is shared and discussed. For
some, this paywall is a minor inconvenience. For others--especially those behind the walls of
location--it is prohibitive.

We lack access.

What we need is open access. An open access clearinghouse for SFL. The Writing Across the
Curriculum Clearinghouse might serve as a mentor text. It starts with a searchable database of
research and resources, of contacts and collaborations, much like Genres Across Borders. We
can build a space that makes the sharing of ideas more seamless by making our SFL
knowledge-base more accessible. Long-term goals might include: a peer-reviewed open
access journal for NASFLA (to complement the existing Functional Linguistics open access
journal by Springer) and a peer-reviewed open access press for open access SFL resources of all
kinds--textbooks in all disciplines, assignments, instructional videos, games, genre analyses
and guides of all kinds for all contexts of situation and culture. To accomplish these goals we
need a powerful genre--a fully-developed NASFLA website.

In April 2018, with the assistance of many, I began a redesign of our NASFLA website with a
small vision of cleaning up some inconsistent fonts and reorganizing some webpages. But that
vision grew into what you have read here. I don’t have the technical skill at the moment to
build the site I envision--I lack access to the artificial grammars of the web design genres. But I
have built a proto-clearinghouse. It is an attempt to start tearing down this wall.

And we need your help.

There are many ways you can help tear down this wall that SFL is stuck behind. Here are a few:

● Register as a member so others who share your research interests can contact you and
propose collaborations
● Add your name and email to the map so others can see who is nearby who might be
able to help
● Copy and paste your publications list from your CV so others can search our database
and find the citations to the resources they need
● Post SFL-friendly jobs, conferences, and CFPs so others can seek employment and
share their knowledge
● Share web links and other resources you use to teach SFL so others can use them at
their own sites
● Attend the NASFLA.org Workshop following the NASFLA Business meeting at ISFC
2018 to learn more and begin the process of developing a more powerful database.

This is just a beginning, a point of departure. But together, we can dismantle the wall that
holds us back, that keeps us from pursuing our goals. Because there is a much bigger, much
more insidious wall of social inequality--and that is the wall that open access SFL can more
effectively dismantle.

SFLers of North America unite!

